Creativity Makes the World

People can do crazy things just to get what they want. I remember back in my early youth, I had a crush on a girl and I would do anything to get her attention. Her name was Ashlee and she was one of the most popular girls in middle school. I asked my friends for advice but none of their ideas helped at all. So I did the most courageous and boldest thing a middle school student can do, asked her out on a date. Surprisingly, she said yes and we went to the mall to hang out. However, things didn't go well especially when I got chocolate ice cream spilled on her dress. Eventually, with only one hour left before her father picked her up, I decided to take her to my favorite video store. It wasn't much, I knew the owner where I bought collections of VHS films I liked or the ones the owner made. I picked up one that the owner made and played it on his large box television. Ashlee and I sat on the couch in front of it and it was just a dazzling and spectacular Fourth of July fireworks show he recorded. Both Ashlee and I noticed how nice and romantic the set up was with the lights dimmed. Surprisingly enough, taking her the video shop made the rest of the date spectacular. This all reminded me of the quote by Heraclitus, “The most beautiful arrangement is a pile of things poured out at random.” This means that even the most random things in the world put together can make a beautiful and fantastic thing come alive. I agree with this quote because of how creativity makes astonishing things and how it is important in making new ideas.

First off, the quote from Heraclitus shows that creativity is a big part to its meaning. With creativity on some idea that you have, you're able to create something new. For example, an artist can use creativity to make paintings, architecture and other master pieces that can be displayed. Each master piece can come from the idea from someone they love, their beliefs or
just from looking at a cat. Creative ideas can come from anything and make something that leave people in awe!

In addition to, the quote holds significance on how important it is to make new ideas. With new ideas comes new creations. So people use their new ideas like how Thomas Edison thought about having electric light which became the light bulb. Even though he was not the first person to create it, he still create something wonderful that evolve over the years. So new ideas can create something that can benefit all for a very long time.

In conclusion, I agree with the quote that was by Heraclitus. The quote's meaning shows how creativity makes wonderful and marvelous things. Also the quote's significance explains how important making new ideas is. So the unexpected and random idea on taking Ashlee to a video store saved my date. In the end, before she left, she told me she had a good time and she would like to visit the video store again with me. Who knew an idea so random and so unplanned could make the end of the date so phenomenal?